BUILDER’S SHAPE TOOL

PREFFERED PRICING FOR IMBA
EUROPE MEMBERS
In collaboration with Velosolutions Deutschland / Österreich, IMBA Europe member organisations
will receive a 10% discount when purchasing the Builder’s Shape Tool. The Builder’s Shape Tool is
recommended by IMBA Europe as a light weight, versatile, multi trail tool.
IMBA EUROPE REVIEW
Trail tools come in all sorts and sizes. IMBA Europe have tested the tool for a year on different trail
surfaces, from light to heavy-duty work. Our experience is that the tool is really good for shaping and
finishing trails and day to day maintenance work. We were surprised by the durability. The powder
coating helps to prevent corrosion, something we sometimes see with other trail tools after heavy
usage.
The Builder’s Shape Tool is designed for five work processes, combining a rake, axe, shaper, tamper
and pick all in one. We’re going to be honest, we won’t get rid of all other trail tools immediately
because this tool also made a few compromises. For heavy rock work, a Pulaski will give you more
power and for packing the trail surface, a McLeod gives you a bit extra square centimeters. But if we
are out for a long day of trail work in a remote place, then you will feel the benefit of a multi tool that
has less weight than most other trail tools, let alone when you have two bring 2-3 separate tools to
do the same job. Quick, easy, comfortable and strong. An asset for everyone’s tool collection.
HOW TO ORDER?
The tools are distributed by Velosolutions
Deutschland / Österreich. Net. price is €95,- or
€90,- (min. order of 3). You can order by
sending an email to info@velosolutions.de
Make sure you mention that your organisations
is a member of IMBA Europe. Please note that
when private people purchasing the tool, they
have to pay an extra 19% German VAT. If you’d
like to provide these tools to members or
volunteers, it might be a solution to buy the
tools on behalf of your association / national
body.

